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Audience in Introductory Composition: Reduting the Pretending

Douglas ,Brent

In recent years the relationship between,writer and audience has been

moving more and more to the forefront of both rhetorical theory and pedagogy.
1

However, the latest perceptions on writer-audience relationships have not, in

my-view, been applied to what teachers actually do in the classroom as

thoroughly and sensitively as might be wished. When the idea of audiepce is

applied at all, it is often misapplied, resulting isclassroom ectiv4ties

that fail to facilitate learning and mayl in some cases, force students to

perform tagks,so unreal that credibility, one of the most important.partS of

any writing task, is destroyed.

The case approach is the most obvious example. Versions of this aPproabh

have been in composition teachet-s' tool kits for years, but now we are seeing

entire textbooks devoted to this method of teaching.
2

Case exercises describe

aforhetorical Situation, sometimes very elaborately, and thenask the student

to play a role, writing a letter or other communication directed at one or\

more carefully defined audiences. In a'recent article, David Tedlock outline

this approach in detail, suggesting that its main advantage is that it "makes

students much more aware of the needs and expectvations of the r'eader.' %3

In a paper read aethe 1981 Conference on College Composition and

Communication, Stephanie Yearwood points out that such exercises require

4

students to engage in elaborate fantasizing, when they know full well that

t
the audience is not the one specified in the assignment but rather the same

old,teacher.
4

This element of artificiality can redu e the assignment to

just one-more-meaningless exercise. YearwOod's observation corresponds to
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1

my own classroom experience. 'I have never felt that my Students are very happy

trying to imagine, for instance, thatahey are doctors about to address the

people of a small town on the' touchy subject of cfosing the town's beaches.

The problem is magnified if the assignmeq does not supply'Very much material,

for then the students must not only make up a persona for themselves and

another for their audience, but also make up the vast array of facts that

real writers would either have available or be able to go out and find when

necessary.

Moreover, not only do the students have to engage in guesswork, so do I.

If the purpose of criticizing a par Is to provide feedback on how a reader

responds, then I must respond by telling them where they have persuaded or

lost this hypothetical audience. In short, I' must pretend,that'I am a

citizen of 4a small town and don't want the beaChes clOs41--and if my students

choose notto believe that my reactions are authentic, how can I blame them?

A different but closely related problem attends the opposite extreme,

the expressive assignments' Such assignments typically call for students to

explore their thoughts and feelings on a subj4ct, often avery personal one.

Sometimes a journal is recommended as a way of capturing the raw material of

emotion pn paper befOre transforming it into more pliblic prose. ,However, I

don't limit the term "expressive assignment" to writing'based on personal

experie'nCe: I mean it to include thip common type of assignment in which

students.are asNid to state their opinion on topics ranging from keeping

. --; r.

pets to banning war--in'short, thectlassic freshmah-theme.

Here at least one aspect of role-playing is.removed",-for.the student does,
-4.

not have to adopt a,persona; in fact, the'more the student's actual ,personal-

41-

itc4omeg through the prose, the better. Yet the problem oAudience.re-
,

. .

mains. If the student's thoughts and feelings are to become anythingAut,,
,

9
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formless gush, they must be shaped for another human being. But who is

that human being? The same old teacher. Certainly it is possible for a-

good, humane teacher to be genuinely interested in the inner lives of

students, but no-one would want to ,learn a type of writing that only a

teacher would read. What real rhetorical situation, outside the classroom,

are these students practicing up foi.? Who is the teacher pretending to be?\

An answer is suggested by the anthologies of prOse models that

publishers supply by the truckload for our students toi-ead. These antho-

logies vary in the7 seleCting prinCiples: some lean toward longer essays,

some toward shorter; some present chiefly expository essays, others include

some narrative and descriptive writing; some have a literary focus, others
4

include some writing on scientific subjects in a commendable-attempt to

broaden thei4peal. But whatever the precise.mfx of"prose types, the

sources are
./
always about the same. Articles from the more literate popular

'magazines like Harper's and Atlantic Monthly,..are, mixed with' selections

lifted from the more literate popular books like:The Descent of Woman and

Zen and the Art of Motorcycle MaintOlarlce: Often a few classic essays by

authors such/as Bacon and Swift are added; but most of these, too, were

-written for the contemporary equivalents of the same sources. In short,

whether or not the selections are journalistic in,the narrowest sense, they

are all forms of.belle-lettres. Whether on the surface they seek to inform,

persuade.or amuse, the audience is always the same: the interested, intelligent

reader who wants to, be entertained by being infOrmed, persuaded or amused.

Even the most rarified and inttlActual belletristic-essay has as its

audience the reader (perhaps a rare beast, but one in whom writers must

believe or go math) who finds it entertaining to be made' to think deeply.

Writihg aimed at this particular audience tends'to have certain

4
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rhetorical features. Some are obvious and rather superficial. The title

may be more intriguing than informative. The opening is often'an arresting

description, amusing anecdote, or deliberately outrageobs_statementand here,

perhaps, is the origin of the unhelpful advice, "Catch your reader's attention

in the first paragraph." The closing is often equally dramatic. What comes

between may be enlivened by libehl use pf narration and description,' perhaps,

employing'dialogue more often than exposition to make its points. The

writing may be marked by either a relaxed and conversational or a colourfUl

and highly-wrought proe style.

These featurds are, as I have said, rather superficial. More sig.=

nificant is the fact that most belletristic writing, aiming as it does at

the ,interested general'reader, tends to'have the same basic subject. What-

ever the particular subject under discussion, the argument sooner or later

tends to dniift in the direction of moral enlightenment. The reader isn't

usually very interested in4acts for their own sake; he is interested in

what tImp facts can tell him about himself as a human being. and about his

relationship to the rest of the world. Thus the writers of belletristic.

essays tend to show how certain ideas, facts or personal experiences have

illuminated-for them. a part' of universal human truth, in thehope-that their

'readers can share in that enlightenment. Thee essays are, after all,

written as a form of litehture, and universal human truth is a standard

.,-property of literature in whatever form.

Composition instructors have been complaining about the'unsuitability_

of belletristic models for Stears.5 'But my pointlis not simply the,faCt that

the surface structure of these models is unsuited to our students" needs.

Rather, I am interested in what these models tell us about the audience

that we are implicitly asking our students to write for'when we assign the

5
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typical freshmahtheme. The authors represented in the anthologies' are

perhaps more successful at turning their thoughts into public prose than o .ur

students, 'still a little egocentric, are likely to be, but essentially they

are writing the same sort of prose. Their audience-- the'readers of Atlantic

Monthly or Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance - -is the, same one that

students are supposedly addressing when they attempt expissive writing, for

both groups of writers are attempting to transmute their own insights into

prose that will be interesting- -and entertainingtoanother person. I Most

of .the examples and precepts given in writing handbOoks are designed to help

students write to this audience. "The Prentice-Hall Handbook for Writers,

for instance, says explicitly:

The general reader is the reader that most writing is addressed

.to. Such readers.may have specialized interests, but when they

turn to the Sunday Magazine, the Saturday Review, People, Ebony,

or Psychology Today, they are gedeval readers. . . . In

writing for them, the psychologist, for exaffiple, will make en

attempt to interest -them.15-,

J

The book then goes on to explain how to do so, ,advising students, for

instance to "begin with abrief anecdote or incident that_14pds directly

'-

into your main topic."'

For many students, the audience that this.type-of writing is aimed at

is as fake as the group of townspeople'worried'about their beaches. Consider

in particular. the students in the,average introductory composition class-- ,

not an advanced class, not a creative writing-or journalism class, jUst a

plain iiiltroduction to composition, remedial or otherwise, of the type that -,. ,

accounts for: by far thejargest amount of composition taught in colleges in

yY

0



the 1980's. Some of these students will, one day be wr6ng buSineit'letters2

reports and memos. Others will` enter academic disciplines(Godhelp,them)

and write academic essays for publication. Some may never,write anything

at all after they have left our hands. But not ode in a hundred will 'ever

write an essay as a piece of literature after stepping out of the composition

class. And even within the composition class, this kind of writing is just

game-playing. The students Know perfectly well that the audience is not the

reader of Saturday Review; it is just the same old teacher whom, despite all

. attempts to respond ersonaTly to 'Qie students' writing, is also playing a

role.

*

The result is often the opposite of what one.might eipett: when

'students attempt'to share their loral enlightenments with me, the.typical

.result'is noemotional-gush, but rather dead, abstract, unfelt prose.

Part of the reason maybe that they are too young to have any moral

edlightenmOts, but I find this rather hard to` believe. A more

reason is'that they simply don`t beliee in their audience. There is no

real reason for them to share their Opinions,, along with those of thirty-
.

odd others, with the same tired composition teacher.

It is possible to make the. situation appear Cre realistic by having

students read papers to peers or even engage in mock publication, courtesy

of the department's ditto machine. Over the years, teachers have developed'

art impressive array of handsprings and jugglOg acts to coaebelle-lettres

out of their students. Such'tricks often work, and the enthusiaw

camaraderie they can generate is not to be slighted, The writing, too, has
.. e

4 4
- i

its value even if students don't ever do it again. .Bas.ic techniques of

selecting and ordering material can,be learned from reading and writing in

any mode. Learning self-expression is also part cif acquiriftmaturity, and .

r

S
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L if helping students mature is not our job I f'on't know ttose it s. But

depite all efforts to make such writing realistic, the basic problem is

still the 'same: the students are practicing for a rhetorical situation' that
4

.
they fihd very hard to believe in because most'know they will never encounter

it oncethe composition teacher stops juggling.

*The question is, why bother to.gp to all this work to make an unreal

situation seem real ratheer than attempting to 'approximate the real writing

situations that students face every day outside the composition class?

Students are continually being asked to generate essays, reports, exam

responses and other pieces of writing, and'their motivation td.succeed in

these tasks is high: they will get poor grades if they don't. Composition

'instructors
t

are, I think, often embarrassed to be caught thinking of academic

writing as "real." After all, the academy is a very artifijal place, and

grades certainly seerthe most artificial indicators of success that could

be imagined. However, this is only true if "real" is defined as "like the

writing that occurs in the workplace." If.we define "real" as "like the

writing that one actually'does,"phat-could be more real 'than academic
-.11k

to

writing to a student who will .be producing little else for anywhere from

two to six years? And what are grades if not quantified indicators of the

success or failure of a piece of writing? They are artificial only in. the

sense that they are consciously selected points on a scale; whereas the

success of writing in
/
the.non-acariemic world is usually marked on a pass-

fail system (Is the proposal accepted? Is the contract awarded? Is the

paper published? Does the milkman leave the right amount of milk?). If it

is trio that the basics of generating and organizing material can be learned

- .

from anY kind of writing as long as enough is performed and enough of the

might kind of feedback is given--andsui-ely this'is the assumption tii

V

t
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Justifies the use of belletristic models and expressive writing assignments .

heirst placetheb)it should not be a major wrench for students to

. -
shift to a new audielice when they ultimately stop, writing for our academic

colleagues. Even'if we were to teach tjlem a more "funttional" format; such
e

as business writing, in an introductoYy course, they are not likely to retain
....it

the details that-dis inguish this type of writing fromothers if their skills-

are not reinforced ntil after graduation. If specific instruction in non

academic writing is required at all, its place is in more advanced courses
: , .A

taken closer to graduation when the auAnce for it isfewer years away.

But I am not convinced that this specialized instructionhis very badly

needed at any point. The important thing is to provide students with as

much feedback as possible do any kind of writing that they can believe in.

If we:Want to take advantage of the reinforcement provided by the

academic world, how do we go,aboUt it? The ideal is a writing course

paired closely with a content course and team-taught by.a composition and

-a content-area instructor. However, this ideal is.administratively unwieldy

and therefore rare, except for the common literature/composition course,

which cannotin conscience be forced upon students with no interest in

literature. What can we do on our own, in the absence .of ideal pairings?

114* Robert H. Weiss suggests that inst;6ctoi's interested in designing a

cross-disciplinary writing coursewshouldsur9ey otlivfaculties to discover

what types of writing they actually assign: #

Writing assignments would be related to the types of writing the

stUdents will likely encbunter in other disciplineS, rather than
.

beiffg based on a theoretical.cldssification:of the kinds of

writing. . . . 'Traditional theme-writingwouldcbe-assigned only

if the survey found it frequently in academic courses or anywhere

elsein other words, not at al-1.
8

'

//- 9
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I heartily second the motion. However, Weiss goes on to recommend the case

method as. a way of creating relevant. writing assignments.:
-41,

i -

A casesOich calls for tianslatinla medical article into. plain

,English can yield valuable lessons on audience analysis, techifical
,

,

. .
,,

and plain language, and, paraphrase; a case which considers the

,t constitutionality of legislative initiative and"refenendum can
-. .

. . . .

help Instruct students to analyse a p roc essia case which
> ,

, ,
establishes perception and introspective. analysis asTrerequisites

Of

fo-Ilk-r a job candidacy can illustrate observation and the use of
'k,

r

detail; and acase set/
in the business world can be a vehicle

for teaching thesis-and-tupport structure. 9

-*Aside from the obvious, difficulty of applying such4peclellpd 'cases in a

heterogeneous Ciass, believability is a serious problem. These cases are

only marginally-closer to 'the students' experiencesthan is the case of the

doctor nd thebeaches; and recibire an equalamount of role-playing on the

part of both the writer and the teacher who supplies feedback. Rather than

try to create an arkificia audjOice, why not (as YearTod suggests in

another context) use the audience that is actually present--us and our

students?
N,

.
. ...

Ion 'his article, "Intentionality in the Writing Process:. A Case\Study,"
. )

C.H. Knoblauch distinguishes between "generic intentionality"--the writer's

choosing among vague categories,of purpose such asi informing, persuading

and amusing--and "operational intentionality"--the writers choosing
* .

f 4

exactly whom he wants to persuade of what, and- why.
10

Knoblauch contends

that operational intentionality is the most important and, because writers

L
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may be tryir to influence different people in different ways at thsame-tim,

.the most complex. What, then, is-the operational intention of students per-

forming_academic writing? I see it-as falling into three'broad categories:

1. They want to discover new information and synthesize it for the

at
direct purpose of learning about a subject.

2. They want to discover new information and synthesize it for the

indirect purpose of learning how to do so,

3. They want to convince their instructors that they have successfully

accomplisW (f) and (2).

Simple research topics would. supplystudents with the opportunity to

fulfill the first two intentions: To ensure that the exercise is one of

critical and'eValuative thinking rather than simply of reporting (or

plagiarizing) ',formation, the topics can be phrased as,specific, directive

questions; not "Solar Energy" but "What specific type of, energy source
4

.

would be most appropriate in this area?" Such tppics call for skill in

reporting facts, reporting, analyzing and comparing'9thers' opinions, and

establishing and defending one's own point ofview: in short, all thq

skills needed to survive both the academic and the workplace jungle. They

even call for self-expression, but, as in real life,"it is self-express-inn

integrated into a larger context.

We can give students the opportunity tofulfill the third intention,

not by role-playngbut simply by responding as ourselves. First-year

students given basic historica'1, sociological o even scientific topics are

not 'likely to produce essays so specialized that e cannot evaluate/the

, completeness and logicality of theproSeJ.*My students seldom do, at any

rate: We can respond useYully to these essays by simply indicating where we

eV
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I

are confused by tangled syntax or insufficient information,i.bored by

4

redundancy or offended by mechanical errors. If we react in this wpy,'. we.

' will be paralleling, not just sim6ating, the reactions of instructors in
./

content'areas. The specific contribution that we can make,as composition 6

instructors is to use our training and experience to pinpoint, more exactly

than our colleagues in content areas may be able t9, exactly why we are

confused, bored or offended, and more important, help students -amol4 such

problems. by helping them modify their writing processes. ,Techniques such
1111,

.

as peer evaluation conferencing will also be more, effettivelf brought

to bear on this realistic situation rather than used to enhance an Otherwise

unconincing7simulation..

What,bedels should be used. as part of this thstructional procedure?,

Once can'argue that Model4 of any ,kind.are unnecessary,
11

but writers such aS

Paul A. Eschholz make a good case for models as'long as they are not, used in
A

the traditional read-analyze-imitate sequencera sequence that has helped

i
paralyze,generations of beginning writers.

12
If, as I pointed outiparlier,

. the standard anthologies do not reflect a believable rhetorical situation,

where can instructors who want to use models St all find suitable"ones?

At my own institution, t4)e 'University of Calgary; we tried producing our;'.

own anthology of published academic essays. However, it met with a,cool

reaction from instructors and students alike. With the remarkably clear

perception of hindsight,'some of the problem -seem obviousNThe essays-
.

were too long, too complex and too speciali7ed,to be approached Sympathetically
.7)

by a Blass of first-year students from all disciplines. After all, one. of --

the main justifications for.using belietristic essays in composition classes
. ,

`-is that they are designed for:the non - 'specialized reader; if students of

:introductory composition find essays -by Baldwill',9rwell'and Swift remote from

r
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'their'imMediate needs, they are even less likely to be able to Tespond to

"A Membrane Model of the tircackan ,Clock" or The Effect of Brick,Type,on
.

the Compressive Strength of Masonery."' But there -is another problem, one

-that would not'be 1-"esolved by choosing 'simpler'models and - individualizing

instruction so-that students can read models/suited.to t i-r-own developing

Whena,CadeMics in specialized disciplin s Write for professional

journals, they write for an audience of peers who wanprimarily information
, s

and enlightenment about their field, delivered:witt,Cminimum fuss'and maximum.

clarity.' When'the same academics read essays written by, their students, they

also want minimum fuss and maximum clarity, but they are.not primarily looking,,

for information and enlightenMent.about the field (although it is certainly A

bonus'if they find it)'.' Rather, they are looking for information about their

students' ability Qiandle the field--about their students' knowledge and '

their students ability'to form jud6ements based.on what they have learned.

The,content Area is only the incidental subject; the real subject is the

student. This shift in the expectations of the audience produces a sQbtle

but distinct difference in-the writing. If their purpose is'to demonstrate
A

mastery, -students may include details of which their leader is well aware,

just so that they can prove that they understand them. Because of this

difference in the intricate dance of writer and reader, even Vie most

simplified and non-specialized models of professional academic w4ting

simply don't look to udents like something they need to 'pay attention to,

because they aren'tfthe rt,of writing theydo. The rhetorical situation

is still all wrong.

A traditional standby of freshman composition is the study of ssays
ti

-

by other freshman composition students. As part of a peer evaluation

technique, this custom has its place. However, the purpose of the models.

o. 1L:3
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4

4 to show students real writing in action, exclusive user-ef other essays,.

from within the composition class represents pernic4ous inbreeding. In his
.0

essay on cross - disciplinary writing, Weiss suggests an alternative, recom-
.

mending that 'course readings would include only samples of writing gathered

An the survey [qf the 'entire faculti] and would set the estage and establish
.

models for assignments:
.13

However, he later suggests a case approach, and

WithdraWs, the earlier motion:.
*

Under gne cover,-na'tgxt could adequately deal with laboratory,

notebooks.and reports,,itgrary analyses, surveys of secondary

sources;Thook and article reviews, proposals, critiques, research

reports, case histoVes, constitutions, feasibilitytstudies,

nursing "processes,12.elogs, journals, field notes, lesson plans

policy statement, observation reports, summaries, abstracts,

and memoranda (hardly an exhaustive list).
14

But why should it have to? The specific differences between assignments in

various disciplines are mostly a matter of external format, and should be

learned in the relevant content courses, not in a general compOsition course.

Our place is to Teach general writing strategies, including a general

sensitivityl to audience. For this task, a basic collection of student

writing samples from both humanistic and scientific disciplines, preferably

with comments from the instrpctor who assigned.them, should be suffbcie to

help our students understand t rhetorical situation that is important to

thdm:' acquiring and demonstrating mastery of a subject by writingiabout it.

It does not matter greatly if some specific formats are omitted, as log as

students perceive the intended audience of the samples to be-their own intended

audience. -4.
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In short, I am not simply, proposing a more narrowly "functional"

curriculum in place of the traditional.emphasis on expressive writing and

. -,
=belletristic models. .Rather ; °I am suggesting that we stop being apologetic

14.

,,,

about the "artificial" writing pkuliar to the academic world. If we accept

iha:t'that kind of writing is, for the fime that our students spend in college,

more real than any other, we can exploit its peculiarities rather than avOding

4
them. The gain is not just the short-term pragmatic one of "getting their

attention." By'taking advantage'of the reinforcement offered by our colleagues,

we allow. our students to practice what.we preach continually, not just three

hours per week. By so doing, we can better help them learn the more general

skill of understanding, and responding to any type of rhetortcal situation,

Douglas Brent

University of Calgary
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